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ABSTRACT
This study is aimed at ensuring the media leads by example and practices
good governance, which is gender sensitive in order that gender equality
is realized in all spheres of the society.
This study was confined to Kisumu, the third largest city of Kenya. It has a
population of about 700,000, where women make up 75%. The commonly
spoken native language is Luo, Kiswahili and English are national and
official languages respectively. The key economic activity here is fishing
besides little farming.
Literacy is at 60% with that of women only covering 24% English is the
medium of instruction at learning institutions, Girls' school dropouts'
statistics is higher than in other regions.
Liberalization of Kenya's economy has seen its media industry diversify
and grow. Kenya has several news media: five major newspapers, more
than twenty frequency modulated (FM) radio stations, five television (TV)
stations and several alternative media. The state owned media is the only
nationwide broadcaster.
Kisumu in particular, has five radio stations, two major newspapers and
only four TV networks showing but stations are situated at the country's
ca pi ta 1-N airobi.
Gender means the way society has assigned characteristics and social
roles to women and men. Societies the world over have accorded
greater value to the roles, functions and the characteristics of men than
those of women hence, discrimination based on sex or gender inequality
and stereotypes in all spheres of life.
Today, there are more women in the Kenyan media, but few are decision
makers. Though more issues about women are progressively covered,
mass

media still distort women's image, their roles and contributions to the nation
and reinforce out-dated beliefs. Newspaper {as the area of concern} comes
second, after radio, in marginalization of women. The practice is a common
phenomenon in Kisumu.
Gender and media advocacy is the process of influencing people to
generate a policy which seeks to advance gender rights and equality in and
through the media. Currently, there are media practitioners' groupings such
as the Association of Media Women in Kenya (AMWIK), Kenya Union of
Journalists (KUJ) and Media Council of Kenya (MCK} to champion the rights if
the journalists, with the former focusing mainly on women journalists.
The recommendations, if well implemented, can be very effective in
championing the women's right to freedom of speech and encouraging full
participatory development by and for women at all levels.
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E
INTRODUCTION

1.0 BACKGROUND
Allover the world, the media industry is growing fast and undergoing
transformation in the name of liberalization or expansion of airwaves under
the guise of democratic space giving rise to freedom of the press and
opening up of avenues for many pressure groups as contained in this
excerpt, (Stava, 1998):
Indeed during the course of the twentieth century, mankind has traveled
from the 'Gutenberg Galaxy' to the 'Global Village• ushered in by information
technology.
The agenda circumvents opinion shaping for good governance, information
to the public on new technologies, new approaches to things, persuasion
and entertainment worldwide.
Humanity has been ever penned down in black and white as noted by
renowned philosophers, Karl Max, whose ideals defined a classless society
where everybody is equal sociallyi. One could be a fisherman in the morning
and a critic after dinner all in the name of equality regardless of the gender.

Issue of gender imbalance is as old as the Biblical times where religion even
though empowered women, it used to denigrate and exclude them. Feminist
researchers argue that the pervasive image of "God the Father" runs deep in
our culture, (Hilary, 2001 }. The authors assert that women's status is culturally
constructed, with the church perpetuating the maintenance of male
dominance. Many religions are built on the idea of a male God ruling the
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universe from outside thus legitimizing male control of worldly institutions and
barring women's participation in formal and ceremonial institutions.
According to an on-line discussion by the Division for the Advancement of
Women, contributions from West Africa, West Asia, Africa and the pacific and
the Europe indicate that though there has been an increase in the number of
women entering the media and more women now holding senior positions in
recent years (experiences from Kenya and Philippines revealed), there is still
gender imbalance in senior decision-making and policy making positions. This
is attributed to obstacles such as women assuming reproductive roles,
cultural pressures and lack of proactive support among others.
Locally, Kisumu is a good example of poor representation women in media.
Few women working for media houses in this area are more confined to lesser
duties

hence

less

power in

decision-making

processes

counterparts. The practical pointer is in Daily Nation

unlike

male

{DN}, Standard

Newspaper (SN), Kenya Broadcasting Corporation (KBC), Kenya News
Agency {KNA} and Radio Lake Victoria (RLV).
Affirmative action on women's issues began in 1900, with women activists
demanding equal opportunities with men. An American gender activist of
this time, Nannie Borroughs, says church laws underpin women in almost all
spheres of their life: create gender roles, regulate their sexuality and proposes
the laws transform to gender sensitivity.
The 1995 Beijing Conference was the world's largest conference ever
witnessed in human history. As an attempt to eliminate of all forms of
discrimination against women, it discussed and planned long-term objectives
and goals of equality development and peace. It was supposed to be the
policy planning foundation in the betterment of women's welfare by 2000.
Various issues were found to be affecting women than men and it was vivid
that the concept of equality meant much more than treating all equally as
same treatment in unequal situation would only perpetuate injustice.

United Nations (UN) has made great achievement on women's rights through
Universal Declaration of Human Rights {UDHR). The instrument provides
guiding principles on human rights and fundamental freedoms to prohibit
discrimination on sex and recognizes equality before the law.

However,

much still remains undone as traditional marginalization of women's rights is
still

thriving

in

many

professions

the

world

over.

http://www.org/womenwatch/daw/
It is against this background that the good work and intentions of media
persons is on spotlight. Media practitioners not only betray their noble goals
but have made the public believe that they are unrealistic professionals. All
these are a fine basis for the media living up to its tenets. The final outlook of
the media industry is still not forthcoming, if recent trend portrayed in Kenyan
media is anything to go by. The study, therefore, sought to find out possible
solutions

to

obstacles

hindering

women's

advancement

within

the

newspaper media.

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The meticulous control of media in Kenya, since its independence, has had a
bearing on most media houses-with liberalization concept leading to
creation of many FM stations and underground press since early nineteen
nineties. Despite this modest achievement, bulk of the workforce bulk
constitutes man. Women are assigned lesser duties, are underpaid for the
same job done by the males.
The bone of contention is clear gender imbalance in senior decision-making
and policy-making positions in newspaper. This trend seems to have
replicated in other parts of Africa. Various studies have revealed this unfair
media treatment of women goes against the very tenets of equality and
justice.

Some studies have pointed at management perception that women are less
prepared for major positions because their productivity decrease when they
take reproductive roles as cause to their advancement within the media.
One is then made to believe that women's roles are often pre-determined by
their gender and that history is a noble chapter in determining societies'
destiny leading to obvious conclusion that the male folk dominate the media.
It is in view of the aforementioned that the study sought to explore and
strategize to reverse the prevailing tainted newspaper image.

1.2 GENERAL OBJECTIVES

(a)

To identify causes of gender imbalance in media, especially
newspaper.

{b)

To evaluate the impact of this disparity cycle on the public's
perception and attitude regarding the women's role in the
society as a clear determinant of the status quo of women in the
media.

1.2.1 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. To highlight the positive aspects of the media to aid in strategizing and
establishing initiatives promote women's advancement within the media.
2. To find out major challenges media women face, especially in newspaper
in their effort to advance in media and how they impact on their duties.

1.3 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The research findings would be useful in formulating recommendations on
better ways of reversing the gender imbalances in newspaper media through
the use of conventional channels by the management.

Women's roles are more than reproductive responsibilities in contributing to a
country's development. It is in light of this that the study advocates for
shaping the organizational and publics attitude towards women.
The recommendations should enable formulation of favourable policies to
encourage women empowerment at work places based on qualification
and merit. The study advocates for gender sensitization at various media
offices and training institutions with, a view to accessing relevant information
on availability of opportunities in the profession. The study also advocates for
the establishment of more proactive and goal- oriented organizations,
capable of spearheading the fight for women's rights at work places.
The study identified the unfavourable trends in media ownership as a
contributing factor to gender imbalance in media and recommend
formulation of policies outlining eligibility in media ownership.

1.4 SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The study was confined to Kisumu, concentrating on newspapers as an area
where gender inequality is more prevalent though radio is still ranked number
one. Various personalities were interviewed: editorial and management staff,
media trainers and trainees, NGO, opinion leaders, media consumers,
teachers and college students.

1.5 JUSTIFICATION
Male dominance of newspaper was investigated and the women were
challenged to confront the men to rise to the top. Students should also make
proper career choices and placement in journalism. Women must know their
rights through workshops, media training institutions, media, and appropriate

1.6
KBC - Kenya Broadcasting Corporation, a state media.

KTN and SN-A television and a newspaper for Baraza Limited.
NTV and DN - A television and a newspaper for Nation Media Group.
CEDAW - Convention on Eradication of All forms of Discrimination against
Women.
BPFA - Beijing Platform For Action.
MDG's-Millennium Development Goals.
IAMCR - International Association of Mass Communication Research.
KUJ - Kenya Union of Journalists.
AMWIK-Association of Media Women in Kenya.
!CT- Information and Communication Technology.
Liberalization -Free and open economy.
Gender - The way society assigns characteristics and social values to sex.
Lackadaisical - Lack of requisite sensitivity to a particular issue.
Media advocacy - Media Steering the way forward in achieving an
objective.
Code of ethics-A set of laid down rules concerning a profession.
Gender stereotype - Socially constructed beliefs about different sex.
Media consumer literacy-Media consumers' understanding of an information
and its availability to make informed decision about what they view or read.
Marginalization -- Insensitivity towards a particular group of people in society.
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HYPOTHESIS

Lack of training,

favourable

policies

and

societal

perceptions

and

expectations of women are the greatest obstacle to their advancement in
newspaper.

LITERATURE

Media is a means of communicating to divergent publics from one place to
another. It takes various forms; Newspapers, Television, Radio, Magazine and
Journal (Linda 1997).
The media has been largely credited with change in governance leading to
social and political stabilities and revolutions world over particularly press
freedom. During the first and the second world wars and pre-independence,
when the state monopolized media, it assumed a bad image. They were
often used for "propaganda"- the word had negative connotations.
However, lately, they have transformed through liberalization, to a mirror of
the society, setting the agenda as a "watchdog" on the government. (Stava,
119).

IAMCR, a body which has working groups that share research findings on
gender issues, came up with two major concerns highlighting low women's
participation at economic and decision-making levels and the media's
negative image about women (Stava, 110). Moreover, men dominate the
management worldwide while women hold 10% to 20% of managerial or
administrative posts implying that women's advancement in media is limited.
Since Kenya's independence, a significant number of social scientists and
media researchers have studied women in mass media covering all issues
and proved how the media was bias against women. And is the reason the
United Nations adopted BPFA as a step to rooting out gender issues
associated with the media.
(http://www.org/csw.html)

Elizabeth Omollo, once an anchor with the Voice of Kenya (now KBC}, in a
similar sentiment said most women were presenters, production or continuity
assistants.

She remembered vividly, in an interview, of how women's

qualifications were at stake during promotions:
Having worked for the corporation for more than 30 years and deserved
promotions, she retorts, she was overlooked and the male junior staffs were
promoted to her disadvantage. When she complained and asked why she
was suspended, her crime? Demanding her right for promotion while she is
just a woman! (Standard Newspaper July 02, 2004).
Analyses by Butler and Paisley showed radio content did not attract many
researchers probably because it played second fiddle to TV and print. The
two media often negated women's image in their programmes and
advertisements. Reskin and Padavic (254) in their excerpt:
A woman is portrayed not as having done well in business and professional
world, but as beautiful, have spectacular wardrobes, and people she works
with do not take her seriously, she is at times ruthless in exerting her powers.
Lately, many opportunities have come up for women at decision-making and
professional levels. Notable cases are Farida Karoney (KTN) and Pamela Sitoni

(SN), as Managing Editors.

Also Lucy Oriang, Associate Editor, (DN) and

Jemimah Mungai, Citizen TV Managing Editor.

Seven out of the top ten

presenters in the country are women, Caroline Mutoko {KISS}. Newscasters
are Catherine Kasavuli, Juli Gichuru and Lilian Muli (KTN}, Tichi Sitati (KBC},
and Winnie Mukami and Sophie lkenye (NTV). Won,en are also staking a
claim on all media sections. (Denis Golava, (Standard Newspaper, March 8

2005, Blazing the trail in media).
Section J of the resolution of BPFA, 1995, pointed to key strategies and actions
that

addressed

media

issues

concerning

°- .

women

while

emphasizing

recognition and the advancements made in communications technology.
http://www.womenaction.org/ungass.html.
Women are thus challenged to work for strategies and proposals that result in
public recognition of the new roles played they play in civil society.
The 1995 Beijing Conference identified culture, poverty and illiteracy as key
obstacles to women's advancement in the media. The BPFA analysis showed
education was basic to their empowerment. However, women and children
are

more

vulnerable

to

poverty

hence

impeding

their

education

achievement. According to World Commission on Culture and Development,
new media technologies should be for both the poor and the rich and should
be used as a poverty reduction tool. http://www.orq/csw.html.
In Kenya, the media codes of ethics have not been satisfactorily affected at
national levels, as commercial considerations by the media always override
gender sensitivity, The People Daily, January 27 2003.
Legally, the media have always been constrained in their operations and
women working for such firms have often found it hard to cope in with the
situation. It is worth noting though that recently most African countries south
of Sahara have opened avenues for up coming projects in community.
(AMWIK Handbook, April 2005).

In Kenya, there is less equality in slots for women in all mixed - gender training.
The media does not encourage specialization to promote scope of issues.
The western countries' international world print and electronic media giants
such as Cable News Network are a good example in incorporating many
women in policy making, however, this only started recently. (Kenya Times,
April 25, 2002).
Other studies have also shown that media management tend to defend
male hiring at the expense of the female arguing that major career leaders
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usually involve professional and educational skills which are more common
with men, Action Aid Initiative Report (2002, 2004).
The World Bank Group also sought to reduce gender disparities by enhancing
women participation in gender sensitive projects through its programs and
projects.

It provided its final prospects by summarizing knowledge and

experience, gender statistics and promotion, description of issues of gender
and development through the gender and development groups' to
achieving MDGs and elimination of gender disparities at all levels by 2015,
(MDGs Progress Report for Kenya, 2000).
A CCA study by the United Nations (UN}, revealed a steady socio-cultural
and political changes in the continuous cycle of gender disparity. It showed
the Kenya's education sector as having improved in enrolment of girls, with
two males for every female at University level, unlike 24 years
The study's resolution to the problem would require an improved political and
legal basis for the operations of transparent or democratic institutions, the
empowerment of communities so that they would have greater influence
over public resources and greater gender equity.

Kenya's contextual

analysis interestingly showed that there was increased adult literacy from
82.4% in 1988 to 86.2% in 2000 up to 93.7% by the year 2005 .. Marginalization
of other areas of the county by the government in terms of resource
allocation has also reduced and Kisumu is not left behind.
It also gives a background account dating back to 1969 when women
represented 14.9% percent of total labour force in formal sector with 62.4 %
earning less than 100 shillings per month and that by 1989, 20.7% formal sector
employee were women and by 1999 this had risen to 29 .4%.
This study paints a clear picture of inequality in earnings. It can be seen that
while only 55 women earned more than 3,000 shillings per month in 1969,
there were 12,889 earnings in excess of 30,000 shillings per month by the year

-
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40048 a clear sign of improvement in economic status of women. The
overall transformation is largely a result of the spirited campaigns by
women.

The same issues gets a boost of affirmation from the BPFA calls for the
generation and discrimination of gender-desegregated
data and
i,r,,Jormation for planning and evaluation and suggests the need for
inclusive decentralization, gender equity and greater participation of
women in all social, political and economic process.

BPFA and CEDFAW recommended a follow-up action by the government
on fcrmation of national gender policy to mainstream gender issues in all
~he areas of development, the enactment of affirmative action bill, the
family protection bill and Equity bill.

THEORETICAL f RAMEWORK
There are many mass communication theories which explain mass
communication at micro and macro levels. The study dealt with agendasetting theory which assumes that people get to know about issues and
their importance to them from the media.

However, the issues concerning the women and the minority hardly hit
the headlines which are considered to be having greatest agendase~~ing effect because they are attract viewers' full attention. The media,
therefore, favours people in power and power is male dominated.

The study was boosted by the critical cultural theory which says that
media operates primarily to justify and support the status quo at the
ordinary people's expense. This neo-Marxist theory was concerned with
changing the government media policies to effect wholesale change in
media and cultural systems, the superstructures, or the mass media, which
favours those in power. Its issues of concern are media ownership,
government-media relations and corporate media representation of
~abour and disenfranchised groups.
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THREE

3.0 Research Design
Approaches were qualitative and quantitative. This enables data to be
described and explained. The respondents were assured of confidentiality.
3.1 Research instruments
Questionnaires, interviews, observation and documentary analysis were
administered. However, in some cases biased or half information was
provided and the illiterate were not catered for.
3.2 Study area and Population
Kisumu is Kenya's third largest city
thousand of which women are 75%.
24%.Girls' school drop out is higher
randomly selected and covered
students and opinion shapers.

with a population of over six hundred
Literacy is at 65% with women taking up
than other regions. The population was
media managers, media consumers,

3.3 Sampling techniques
The study evolved around a sizable selected population; with representatives
samples clearly identified. These enabled response compilation and
comparison manageable.
3.4 Data collection
Permission was sought from identified respondents. Instruments were
randomly administered within four weeks and data collected.
3.5 Data Processing and Analysis
The findings were recorded, edited and coded for consistency and
accuracy. They were presented in tables, graph and frequency distribution
chart. Analysis was descriptive and explanatory.
3.6 limitation of the study
Financial inadequacy, bias information, failed appointments and problem
analyzing some responses were a problem.
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CHAPTER FOUR
4.0. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The data revealed understanding of "gender imbalance", in general
context, is a critical concept. Most respondents agreed it exists. Generalized
individual

definitions

shared

facts

such

as

11

under

presentation",

"discrimination", "inequality", or "social bias" based on sex.
Table 1.0. Public understanding of gender imbalance
Response
Yes
No
Do
know
Total

not

Number of
Respondent
14
5
l

Percentage

20

100

70

25
5

Source of data: Primary data from the field.
Challenged to define "gender imbalance" in their own understanding, 70%
respondents said it refers to disproportionate representation of people in a
particular setting based on sex and that it really exists, while 25% felt it did not
exist. The remaining 5% did not have the idea.
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II

I

A follow-up question about causes of gender imbalance elicited answers as
follows:

80
70
60
GI
OJ

sC
GI
e
GI

50
40
30

11.

20
10
0
Culture

Poverty

others
factors

All

No idea

Causes of gender imbalance

Graph 1.0 Causes of gender imbalance
Source: Primary data
80% respondents believed it is our culture is the main cause of gender
insensitivity. 7% respondents it is seconded by poverty. 5% revealed other
factors such as education and 2% blamed all the above factors while 6% had
no idea about such causes.
Majority of the respondents overwhelmingly indicated culture as the main
cause of gender imbalance (Graph 1.0}. This group accounted for 80 %. The
culture of stereotyping women has permeated our society to extreme limits
always rendering women vulnerable to poverty due to lack of education that
can bring them development.
Women are also seen as victims and known to assume more or less obscure
roles. This was a view shared by most women journalists and women working
for gender and non-gender based organizations.
Most male media owners and male journalists too pointed out that it is the
society that has made us believe that the "monster" is here to stay, while the
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situation is no longer terrible threat in the media. Their sentiments were that

women have enjoyed so much respect in the profession in recent years and
the negative connotative about them is past tense.
However, economically, recent studies by the Central Bureau of Statistics on
key development issues in Kenya clearly identifies poverty as the root cause
of all economic impediments, with 52% of Kenya's population revealed as
poor.
There are over six hundred thousand poor people in the city and the most
vulnerable group being women and children as revealed by the various
responses. 55% agreed women are victims of poverty. 25% said women and
children are victims of poverty. 20% perceived everyone as a victim as
illustrated below.
Table 1. 1 Poverty influence on population
Target
Women
Women
Children
All
Total

&

Respondents
11
5

Response

Percentage

Yes
Yes

55

4
20

Yes

20

I

25

100

Source of data: Primary data from the field
The foregoing analysis emanates from the recent analysis suggesting that
more women are being empowered to more employment opportunities both
in government or private sector.
Many cases of gender imbalances are eminent in the following society
segments as identified by various respondents.

i

I

I
I

I

II

I

Table 1.2 Manifestations of areas of gender bias at work places
Type of Gender Bias

Number of
Respondents
Work place opportunities
6 workinq class
6 workinq class
Professional assianments
Salaries & Waqes
6 workina class
6 workina class
Recruitment
6 retired
· Stereotvpinq women
Professional or Education 4 Untrained
achievements

Age
(years}
20-36

Percentage

40-45

65

50-55
25-30
Above 55
Over24

53
53
53
50

58

Source: Primary Data from the field.
From the above table, 58% of six working class respondents aged 20-36 said a
woman is not easily promoted at work. 65 % of six working class respondents
(40-45yrs) said women are assigned less important duties.
53% of six working class respondents aged 50-55 said women are still underemployed hence underpaid for their expertise while the retirees' was
experience was that, women are invariably perceived as unequal to the men

I

I
!

in media and other workplaces.

I

50% of four untrained respondents over 24 of age said women's formal

I

achievements have quite often been undermined during recruitment adding
that they are usually subjected to favoritism sought by their bosses or
prospective employers.
Few women journalists, however, disputed these figures saying this was only
prevalent in the past. On gender sensitive development, most respondents
especially women applauded the gender mainstreaming and empowerment
of women in all spheres of life from work place to the community level and
think more should be done.

I
Table 1.3

I

Women empowerment

Response

Yes
No
Averaqe
Total

Number of
ResDondents
10
4

Percentage

53
21
26

5
19

100

Source of data: Primary data from the field.
From table 1.3 above, it is clear that most of the respondent appreciated the
considerable improvement in changing discriminative laws and policies. This
shows that there are efforts to ensure equality in the opportunity for both boys
and girls to participate in many socio development ventures.
About 26% felt should be empowered only to a little extent reasoning that this
would interrupt their other role as reproductive roles, feeding the family and
home making.
21% percent remotely refused the idea and said that naturally, a woman
must never be at per with the man or else our disharmony erupts in our
society.
These outcomes show that desired results are not yet been achieved, the
overall situations still reflects male dominance in decision-making organs.
The question on how to achieve the idea also elicited different reactions.
While some pointed at improved political and legal frameworks for
transparency in public institutions, others said is empowering of communities
to have greater influence over public resources and services hence greater
gender equity should be the way forward.
An almost half of the respondent highly suggested the media should be in the
forefront in advocacy and lobbying actions on women's access to and use
1 '7

I

of media. Gender related programmes both in radio and TV networks should
be improved and more rural friendly alternative print created. Training in
media productions such as radio programmes for women and about women
should be provided.
Finally, most respondents were of the view of establishment of women- based
print

and

electronic media.

However, when

challenged

about the

appropriate medium of promoting women 1 s issues, an overwhelming 68.2
percent picked on radio, as most of them cannot afford to read or buy TV.
Only 19.8 percent preferred TV by virtue of its power to visualize and make
real its agenda as "a picture is with a thousand words" .12 percent said village
newspapers and magazines would do a great deal of help to the women
folk. 22.6 percent of the respondents said there should be clear government
policies and code of ethics in so far so gender balance is concerned.

29 .1 percent simply said that more women need to be trained to claim their
space in the industry. They should be provided with skills on how to work with
the media and package their information to make news. This could also be
achieved through networking in establishing links with and within the media.
Generally it was unanimously agreed the issue of gender disparity in
newspaper and other media should be solved by lobbying, networking and
developing and formulation of gender sensitive policies which engage
women as the driving force for their own good. Also, the government to
establish rules and regulate codes of conduct and ethics to enable women
access see k emp1oymern ono 1eoo
!

f

I

'

[

~

r•

rne rnecno.
'!

Hl

Invariably, the media or the related fields should join hands in creating
.,.
gen d er sensmve proress1ona1 sranoaros
aqendo oriented .ooticies to build
e

•

,

•

•

l

~

the media's image.
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On the issue of education, disparities among regions are an issue in Kenya.
Areas like North Eastern, Eastern and Nyanza provinces are marginalized by
the state and their life style too interrupts school attendance.
Nyanza and Western provinces are ranked high in girls' school drop-outs. This
is due to their culture of wife inheritance and high HIV/AIDS infection rate.
Enrollment and retention for boys and girls at primary and secondary schools
is almost equal but begins to drop as they proceed to the higher institutions of
learning.
Table 1.4 Percentage literacy rates by gender and region, 2003, 2004
Province
Nairobi
Central
Coast
Eastern
Northern
Nyanza
Western

2003
female
91.8
91.1
65.6
81.6
29.5
79.8
77.4

2004
Male
94.2
94.4
88.2
91.7
70.5
83.9
84.4

Female
93.5
93.1
69.4
87
45.1

Male
97.2
96.8
91.3
96.5
81.7
91.3
93.5

84
82.1

Source: Facts and Figures on educational inequality in Kenya 2004, Ministry of
education; secondary data.
Between the age of 21-24, 21% percent of girls and sixty nine percent of boys
are in college and only 5.7 percent of girts are admitted to the university.
Generally, literacy levels have increased; with that of Nyanza improving from

79.8 to 84 percent for girls and 83.9 to 91.3 percent for boys from the year
2003 to 2004. This rnay be attributed to free primary education and reduced
.
..
.
gra d es f or urnversnyernry.

This clearly shows a cornrnitrnent of the governrnent ond other development
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sprinted empowerment campaign due to the increased access of women to
education and training.
Emphatically, three in five working women are self-employed, with only 27
percent working in non-formal establishments. The picture portrayed here is
that Kenya's budgetary allocation is not gender sensitive. Usually the
budgetary allocation for women is less than 40%.
The CEDAW's Article 11 and the Article 2 of African Charter calls on all states
to combat all forms of discrimination against women through appropriate
measures, wether legislative or institutional, to curb all forms of discrimination
to strengthen women's networks in enhancing their economic capacity for
the long term objective.

Pie Chart: Percentage frequency distribution of Kenyan adults by occupation
and Gender, 2002

Percentage Frequency Distribution: Kenyan Adult Fem ale by
Occupation , 2002
El Trade
■ Industry

DServlces
CAgrlculture

58%

12%

'")()

Percentage Frequency Distribution: Kenyan Adult Male
by Occupation , 2002

60%

8%

i □ Trade ■ Industry □ Services □ Agriculture

I

Source: Kenya Gender Facts and Figures, UNAIDS 2006.
The above figures show that agriculture and services sector is prime
employment sectors for both genders. Industry and trade do employ twice
as many men as women with a high imbalance in industry indicating that
more women are engaged in law cadre jobs that attract less pay.
The few women leaders in media and other organisations operate within
patriarchal systems of management and are dictated to follow the interests
of profit margins. However, with this in mind, patriarchal structures ought to be
broken to involve more women hence accommodative to all under clear
media policies.

,, 1

Table 1.4-Women participating in politics and decision-making,

Rank
National
Assembly
Councilor
s
Ministers
Assistant
Ministers

1998
Wome Men
Total
n
9
213
222

2003
%of
Women

Women

Men

Total

%Women

4

18

204

222

8.1

300

392

692

43

377

2460

2837

13.3

20
0

25
46

45

44

2

32

34

46

0

6

58

64

5.9
9.4

Source: Women's Bureau
The contents of the above table and the subsequent table show crosscutting similarities in discrimination of women at some levels of society,
Many women agreed that though there are few women politicians. There is a
ray of hope, though, as this is likely to improve as it did between 1998 and
2003. 56% women and a few men admired women politicians as their role
models as they have often advocated women's demands for equal rights as
men.
60.5% respondents overwhelmingly appreciated the media's opinion shaping
role but said it has failed to be a role model since its coverage of women's
issues is clearly discriminative. 8.9% said both women journalists and women
politicians were inspirational in setting the women's agenda.

Table 1.5 Composition of editorial staff of media houses in Klsumu by Gender
Media
House
KBC

Trained

Untrained

Male

female

Total

%
Women

30

10 F

36

20

56

36

12

6

18

33

13

4

il

23
0

16M
Sahara FM

5

4F

9M
Radio
Victoria

6

KTN
7
Standard
7
Daily Nations 7
Nations TV
7
Kenya News 7
Agency
Citizen Radio 4

3F
8M
0
0
0
0
0

10

0

5
7
5
6

2

0
0
l

7
7
7
7
7

3F

8

3

11

28

0
0
14

27

4M
Source: Primary data from the field
The analysis of the above table is that most of women who end up employed
in the media are not fully trained for the aspired positions they crave for. It is
only comparable to the former, where politicians are mostly men and other
positions of immense and intense power remains male domain.
This trend seems to be making very little progress especially in the
government as exemplified by the Kenya News Agency, Kisumu Bureau,
whose staff is male dominated. The data points to the relaxed approach by
women to take up more dernanding positions. 16-. notable distinction was v;ith
n1ony employees are men,
Kenya Broadcasting Corporotion vs1her-e
. ., acaoerruc
,
.
th ey I1ave r,'h e requ1sne
professlcnol training that guaranteed

them the positions they are holdi11f;J.
listen to in most \ocal FM

radio

stations,

conversom
a

"'I
wnn

many

programme especially those on women issues. The majority said they listen to

Il

radio with their content being news and music.
On the same issue most opinions shapers also agreed that most of the

E

programmes in the local media only centre on music and less on gender and
that, if any case there is anything about women, it is all about depicting
women in a negative way either as victims of rape, assault, divorce, murder.
Most of the respondents indicated that it exists in the media and other places
of work, learning institutions (69.6 percent), while 25 percent objected with
the remaining 5.4 percent were unaware. Some respondents blamed the
male control of decision making highly on the African culture where men are
accorded greater values than women.
As far as the media ownership by women is concerned, most respondents
agreed that many women cannot own media outlets because of the high
costs involved. However, presently a few women either have shares or own
some media houses.A a good example being Kameme FM radio station in
Nairobi,

Eve

magazine,

parents

magazine,

freelance,

cosmopolitan

magazines.
When asked why they are reluctant to venture into media business, many
women indicated lack of funds, lack of innovativeness and the difficulty in
permeating the male business and would opt for more gender related
organizations dealing with women issue.
Some students blamed the prevailing education system for lack of gender
sensitivity with due regard to career choices in life.

Most of the female

students in middle level colleges interviewed indicated that the teachers
played a significant role in influencing their career. This clearly attests to the
circumventing of the individual progress in professional life and above all

!

ending up in a wrong profession.

I

Most teachers agreed boys perform well in physical and natural sciences
while girts perform better in social sciences, hence this should lead them to
media related careers.
Culture and poverty are to blame for the disproportionate balance in boy-girl
education since most parents prefer to educate boys rather than girls. The
trend is changing though.
However,

women

leaders supported

the

efforts

by

the women

in

championing their gender causes through their own women organizations
and networks aimed at taking into account the type of work and the
harassment that they undergo.
Other women experts suggested the need to improve women's access to
media by information technology to improve their communication skills and
network.

CHAPTER FIVE
5.0SUMMARY
Men's roles, functions and characteristics have been accorded greater value
than those of women in media and other sectors of the economy.
There is noticeable improvement in female enrolment and recruitment at
media institutions of learning and work respectively. This though, still falls far
much below that of the males.
The media is hugely represented as a male domain: media owners, media
managers, media professionals and the lobby chairs thus pushing women to
the periphery of listening and reading.
The by-lines in newspapers are most dominated by the males, as they tend to
cover larger part of the news on serious issues. More female journalists cover
more female subjects, which mostly make soft news yet this is not considered
in promotion process.
News stories' design marginalizes women's views and opinions since men
make ninety percent of experts, professionals and the elite in technical
matters reported. Thus this reinforces than challenge stereotypes about
women.
The

women

are

not

central

focus

of

media

coverage

and

are

disproportionately represented as victims of the reported circumstances than
men and thus become the silent voices.
Media men seem to have set the atmosphere and standards of behaviour in
newsrooms hence the women have been conditioned to perform as men yet
they have other roles to play back at home.
Poverty is singled out as the major cause of all gender issues around women.
This is because the women are more vulnerable to it by virtue of making the

Ij

highest percentage of the region's population. Coupled with the traditional

!

expectations for women, only few of them manage to study up to higher

I

institutions and get employed on equal platform with men.
There is no very strong critical mass of women in decision making who can
diligently articulate women's empowerment issues right from grassroots levels.
This is so because of the resistance they meet from their male colleagues.

I

There is dire need for the integration of Information and Communication

I

Technology [ICT] in the enhancement of women issues through the use of

I

available mediums. Already there are commendable innovative modes of
using ICTs in empowerment of women in and outside the media by women
themselves.
Complete media ownership monopolization has led to lack of effective
media policies on media training or qualification required of the editorial
practitioners. There is also lack of women's full participation in media
processes with men remaining the major stakeholders in major media houses.
Media globalisation has encouraged corporate and foreign ownership and
control hence have caused interference by political and business interests
hence creating new gender challenges of free speech, accountability and
accuracy.

5.1 CONCLUSION
While

commending

considerable empowerment

in

the

access and

advancement of women in and through the media, the gains made should
act as the springboard for gender sensitivity.
The study has looked at the fundamental concerns of media gender bias,
with focus on the Kenya's third largest city and how they impacts on the
media industry.

I
The study has confirmed the many issues on gender discriminations by the

I

media but has limited itself to gender equity as an issue which traverses all
spheres of life.
The already exciting structures make it difficult to apply the measures needed
to achieve the intended goals. In general, there is need for formulation of
radical reforms and enactment aiming at holding the media accountable for
its activities.

5.2 POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
The introduction of free economic markets by the state has encouraged
establishment of local and global media consequently creating more job
opportunities and increased coverage of women's issues.
However, it has also created new gender and media challenges. Perpetual
unequal portrayal of gender in media remains the biggest challenge rocking
the industry. Based on this confirmed background, the following solutions and

l

I

recommendations are suggested:

'

l. To reverse the scenario, women policy makers should lead through

I

networking by, conducting, planning and establishing those networks
within the media. This will lead to strategies and time bound proposals
that result in public recognition of important roles of women and as

I

rightful citizens.
2. Women should collaborate with the government to formulate a
national plan to emphasize on the importance of developing media
programmes that incorporate gender perspective to promote equal
opportunities and full participation of women in formulating media
related studies, plans and policies.
3. Media advocacy and lobbying actions on ways and means of women
accessing and securing employment are important and should focus
on gender-sensitive training to journalists and editors. Similar initiatives

I

I

I
I'
1

i

have achieved amazing results in other countries like South Africa
Uganda and western world.

4. There should be a committed media council and a journalists union
responsible for the journalists' rights and should be mandated the
management of the industry
5. Organization of gender-sensitive workshops whose training focuses on
resource generation to national machineries to enable women
develop, produce and disseminate information on issues relating to the
implementation of international instruments addressing women and
media.
6. Non-Governmental

Organizations'

(NGOs)

initiatives

to

promote

women's advancement in media by sensitizing media institutions, and
encouraging women managers to develop their managerial skills
reflecting on the values they are promoting.
7. Liaison between the government and other stakeholders in formulating
broad based initiatives in overseeing audio visual programmes and
women magazines production to eliminating stereotypical portrayal of
women in Kenyan society.
8. The government should adopt a code of ethics that account for
gender and are binding in nature. The government together with NGOs
must ensure that regulatory mechanisms on media are guided by the
values of gender, justice, human rights, culture and expression.
9. The media's lopsided approach on women's issues should stop through
exertion of the will and foresight and to act as a useful tool in the
advancement and promotion of realistic image of women.
10. Conclusive and thorough comparative research conducted to raise
awareness about gender images in relation to policy-making and
empowerment, with more emphasis on identifiable regional differences
and implementation of laws based on the research.
1l . The government must continue advocating and lobbying international

'

I

community to support the establishment and access to community

I

Ij
!
!

I

'
I
I

!
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newspaper, radio, TV and alternative media through its commitment of

I

its relative share of resources and implementation of programmes that

I

I

can increase women's access to communication resources and
knowledge.

I

12. The government must also assign resources in promoting gender

I

equality through mainstream, alternative and the internet media and
promote public debate on the media social responsibility.

I

I

13.Also, the governments should speed up rural electrification and road

I

maintenance to effectively help in setting up rural based support
services such as ICT use and trainings aimed at strengthening women's
communication networks, media access and their gender dimensions.

I

t

II

14. Women entrepreneurship in the media industry should be encouraged

I

through clear-cut initiatives to enhance access to loans both in rural
and towns. This will provide an opportunity for them to establish
alternative women's media and learning institutions. Our government

I
I

can be commended for inclusion of the women's fund in its budget
and the facilitation of the establishment of Kiriri women's university in
the country.

f

15. Women in decision-making should be role models to journalists, even
those in the making. They should be sensitizing female journalists on
their personal and professional right. The society will hence build a
different image of them.
16. Globalization should embrace freedom of speech, information and
privacy

and

I

allow

for

accommodate the women.

creation

of

other

media,

which

can

17. The

government

should

implement

the

national

gender

and

development policy and women must be sensitised on rights to legal
redress and existence of legal and aid schemes.
18. They should also be civil educators to sensitize communities on the
importance of educating girls. The implementation of the children's Act
in entirely provides a framework for equal opportunities for boys and
girls. Tertiary institutions should be expanded to increase girls'
enrolment with emphasis on market oriented courses and special
attention paid to challenges face by girls or female students.
19. The government private sectors to formulate and developing more
comprehensive national strategy for the improvement of the gender
based projects intended for long-term employment of women.
20. Parliament

should

revise

laws

and

administrative

practices

to

enhanced women's rights and access to economic empowerment.

21. Academic, NGOs, CBOs and women caucuses should lead in
strengthening analytical capacity with the view of integrating gender
based perspectives more systematically with the full and equal
participation of women as the very basis of enhancing gender equity.

22. Gender balance can easily be achieved, only a more concerted effort
is needed.

Already, there exists an almost gender parity in early

learning institutions. This system should be extended to other levels.
Media can thus emulate the same in its recruitment process. This will
not only inspire our society to believe in realization of well-formulated
policies in the country's economic sector but also work to shape
gender equality stereotypes.

'l 1
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APPENDIX.

I

Questionnaire:

I

MEDIA DECISION MAKERS

[

1. .•..•...•...•...••••......•......•.... ,0 final year undergraduate student at
Kampala International University (KIU). I'm carrying out research on the
topic "Gender disparity as a hindrance to women's access to
employment and decision making· in newspaper". The information you
provide will be treated with utmost confidentiality.

l . How old are you?
a) Between 25-30 b) 31-35 c) 36-40 d) Above 45
2. What's your education background?

I

a) Certificate b) Diploma c) Degreed) Postgraduate
3. Who is your employer? a) Radio b)TV c)Newspaper d)Magazine
4. How sensitive is your firm to gender in its employment and decision
making process?
5. What's the criterion for recruiting and promoting workers to higher
levels?
6. How many employees do you have?
7. On what do you base your duty assignments? a)Capabilities
b)Professionalism c)Rapport d)sex
8. How many women compared to men are employed at your firm and
at what level?
9. Does your organization deal with gender-based issues?

I

I'
I

II
I

I

l 0. What strategies have your organization put in place in bridging the
gap in gender and with what consequences?
11. Women should take the lead in fighting for gender equality. What is
your opinion? Do you think their sex is a stumbling block to their
promotion at work?
12. How would you describe the current situation with regard to
improvement in gender sensitization in the industry?
13. Do female employees in your firm have access to information and

I

communication technology at place?
14. What goals have you set to achieve in reverting gender imbalances?

I

15. Are women playing a big role in propagating gender imbalance?
16.Are government policies gender-sensitive?
17. Do you know of any programmes that are geared towards
participation of women in media? Any achievements made so far?

I
f

I
l
l

i

I
I

Questionnaire:

MEDIA STUDENTS
l'm ....................................... ,a

final

year

student

at

Kampala

International University (KIU). I'm carrying out research on the topic
"Gender disparity as a hindrance to women's access to employment
and decision making in newspaper". The information you provide will
be treated with utmost confidentiality.
1. What's your understanding of gender imbalance in general

context?
2. What's your age? a) Below 20 (b) 21-25 {c) 26-30 {d) 30-35 (e)

I

I
I

Above35
3. Educational

level

a} Certificate

b)Diploma

c}Degree

d) Postgraduate

r

4. What's the enrolment proportion for male students and female

f

students in your class?
5. Who is your role model in media fraternity?
6. Why did you choose such a course?
7. What's your sex? Male/female?

I

8. Do you know of any female journalist in the country? If yes, who?

I

!

I

II
r

f

Questionnaire:

JOURNALISTS
I.. ............... ,. .. "° •• ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . ,a final year undergraduai·e student at
Kampala International Universt

I

U). !'m carrying research on the

I

I

topic "Gender disparity as a hindrance to women's access to
employment and decision making in newspaper". The information you

f

provide will be treated with utmost confidentiality.

i

j

1. What's your level of education?
a) Certificate b) Diploma (c) Degree

I

2. How old are you?

l

[

0

It l
) 20- 25 \O,

r, /

~,r, tC
I
}

Lb-.:J\j

30-35 {d\}

"h

·,

I

") /

;~t..JO\fe,..)0

I

3. Who is your employer?

I

I

4. Why did you choose to work for it and how long have you worked there?
5. How does your medium work?
6. When and at what level did you start working for the firm?
7. What's your job description now?
8. On average, are you satisfied with vvhot you earn?
9. Who or what makes news for you most?
a)Women b)Men c)Children d)AII e)None
10. What kind of stories do you cover?
a)Sporis and entertainment b)PoHtics c)Economy d)Fearures
11 . Who is often your focus in the stories?
a)Women b)Men c}Children d}AII e)None

I
I
f

I
I

12. What type of placement do your stories usually get?
a}Headfine b}Feature c}Column
13. How often are the placements}
a}Daily b)Weekly c)Fortnightly d)Monthly
14. Who controls the assignments and why?
15. Have men dominated standard of behavior in newsrooms?
16. Does your presence in the newsroom make news selection and
presentation different?
17. What do you understand by gender disparity and does it exist
18. What do you think are major causes of gender imbalances in the media?
19. Do you know of some notable cases of gender imbalance in your firm or
elsewhere?
20. Do you think your gender is a stumbling block to your being promoted?

i
l

I

I

Questionnaire:

NEWSPAPER CONSUMERS
'

;

l....................................... ,a final year undergraduate student at

f

Kampala International University (KIU}. I'm carrying out research on the
topic "Gender disparity as a hindrance to women's access to

I

employment and decision making in newspaper". The information you
provide will be treated with utmost confidentiality.
1. What is your age?

a) 20-25 b) 26-30 c) 35 and above
2. Which medium are you aware of?
a) Newspaper b) Tv c) Radio d) Magazine
3. What type of newspaper do you read and why?
4. How many images of men and women do you see in the newspaper daily?
5. Who mostly provide information in the stories?
6. On daily basis, for example, how many women and me make by-lines and
on which story items do they make the by-lines?
7. What roles do women's pictures play?

I

Questionnaire:

INFORMATION OFFICER
l.. ..................................... ,a fine! year undergraduate student at
. .. J,:'...: 1• 1rr: carrying our a researc h on
Kampa Ia Inrernat1onaI urnversny
J

·•

{'/l' .,

-~

•

I

the topic "Gender disparity as a hindrance to women's access to

I

I

employment and decision making in newspaper". The information you
provide will be treated with utmost confidentiality.

l. What is Kisumu's totd popula1ion?

2. What percentage of this population are vvomen?

3. What is the education level of women compared to that of men in the
city?
4. Any statistics on school drop-outs?
5. What percentages of girls to boys vvho proceed to college and
university?
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